FROM
QUAD SERVICE MMQC FT DETRICK MD/USAMMA/AFMLO/NMLC/

TO
AIG 7485
AIG 7486
AIG 7487
AIG 7488
AIG 7783
AIG 9344
AIG 9345

UNCLAS

SUBJ: MMQC-97-1169
AUTOMATIC JET HYPODERMIC INJECTION UNITS/withdrawal (DPSC 970147)

THIS IS A FOUR-PART MSG
PART ONE IS FOR ALL ADDRESSEES

01. A PRODUCT WITHDRAWAL IS IN EFFECT. REASON: CONCERN OF POTENTIAL TRANSMISSION OF BLOOD BORNE DISEASES. DISPOSITION: IF WHLSE/DIST CONTACTED YOU, COMPLY W/THEIR INSTRS. OTHERWISE, INSPECT STK F/MATL. IF FOUND SUSPEND AND DO NOT USE. FURTHER DISPOSITION WILL FOLLOW AS SOON AS IT BECOMES AVAILABLE.

NSN: 6515-00-656-1021     UI: EA
NOM: HYPODERMIC INJECTION APPARATUS: JET AUTOMATIC 115V 50/60 HZ AC
MFR: ALL
LOT/SERIAL NUMBER(S):
ALL

02. REASON AND DISPOSITION AS ABOVE.

NSN: 6515-00-910-0097     UI: EA
NOM: HYPODERMIC INJECTION APPARATUS JET AUTOMATIC: FOOT OPERATED
MFR: ALL
LOT/SERIAL NUMBER(S):
ALL

03. REASON AND DISPOSITION AS ABOVE.

NSN: 6515-01-070-2665     UI: EA
NOM: HYPODERMIC INJECTION APPARATUS JET AUTO VET FT OR MANUAL OPER:
MFR: ALL
LOT/SERIAL NUMBER(S):
ALL

04. REASON AND DISPOSITION AS ABOVE.

NSN: 6515-01-126-4330    UI: EA
NOM: HYPODERMIC INJECTION APPARATUS: JET AUTOMATIC 115V 50/60 HZ AC
MFR: ALL
LOT/SERIAL NUMBER(S):
ALL

05. REASON AND DISPOSITION AS ABOVE.

NSN: 6515-01-204-1868    UI: EA
NOM: HYPODERMIC INJECTION APPARATUS: JET AUTOMATIC 115V 50/60 HZ AC
MFR: ALL
LOT/SERIAL NUMBER(S):
ALL

06. REASON AND DISPOSITION AS ABOVE.

NSN: 6515-01-362-9912    UI: EA
NOM: HYPODERMIC INJECTION APPARATUS: JET AUTOMATIC 115V 50/60 HZ AC
MFR: ALL
LOT/SERIAL NUMBER(S):
ALL

07. REASON AND DISPOSITION AS ABOVE.

NSN: 6515-NS1    UI: EA
NOM: HYPODERMIC INJECTION APPARATUS: JET AUTOMATIC
MFR: ALL
LOT/SERIAL NUMBER(S):
ALL

08. AIR FORCE: SEE AFMAN 23-110, VOL 5, CHAP 19, PARA 19.7.3 FOR REQUIRED ACTIONS. FOR MAJCOMS & NGB--THIS MSG HAS BEEN TRANSMITTED TO ALL DESIGNATED SUBORDINATE MEDICAL ACTIVITES IAW AFMAN 23-110, VOL 5, CHAP 19.

09. PASS MSG TO MEDICAL LOG OFCRS, CMD CHANNELS, CLINICAL PERSONNEL, MED STAFF SECTIONS, SUPPLY OFCRS, AND SUPPORTED ACTYS/CTRS.

10. SVC SPECIFIC POCS ARE AS FOLS (FAX NOS. ARE AVAILABLE 24 HRS);
ARMY: 301-619-4300/2045, DSN: 343, FAX 2938,
PART TWO IS FOR ARMY ONLY.

U.S. ARMY HEALTH CLINIC, FOR MCPHERSON, GA
U.S. ARMY MEDICAL DEPT, FT LEONARD WOOD, MO
MONCRIEF ARMY HOSPITAL, FT JACKSON, SC
NOBEL ARMY HOSPITAL, FT MCCLELLAN, AL
ARMY MEDICAL DEPOT, TAIWAN
MEDICAL SUPPLY OFFICE, FT BENNING GA
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPT, SUSQUEHANNA, MECHANICSBURG, PA

PART THREE IS FOR AIR FORCE ONLY.

59TH MED WING, LACKLAND AFB, TX
MEDICAL CTR, KELLY AFB, TX
MEDICAL SUPPLY OFCR, EDWARDS AFB, CA

PART FOUR IS FOR NAVY ONLY.

NAVAL HOSPITAL, BEAUFORT, SC
NAVAL MED CTR, PORTSMOUTH, VA
NAVAL MED CTR, SAN DIEGO, CA
NAVAL STATION, JACKSONVILLE, FL
NAVAL HOSPITAL, PENSACOLA, FL
NAVAL HOSPITAL, CHERRY POINT, NC
NAVAL HOSPITAL, CAMP PENDLETON, CA
NAVAL HOSPITAL, GREAT LAKES, IL
NAVAL MEDICAL CLINIC, KINGS BAY, GA
NAVAL HOSPITAL, CORPUS CHRISTI, TX
NAVAL HOSPITAL, MILLINGTON, TN
NAVAL ENVIRONMENTAL & PREVENTIVE MEDICINE, NORFOLK, VA
NAVAL HOSPITAL, TWENTYNINE PALMS, CA
USNS "COMFORT", BALTIMORE, MD
USS FORT MCHENRY-LSDF 43
U.S. COAST GUARD, CAPE MAY, NJ
USCG ACADEMY CLINIC, NEW LONDON, CT
U.S. MARINE CORP, PARRIS ISLAND, SC
U.S. MARINE CORP, QUANTICO, VA
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